Retail Virtual Inspections

AFDO GO-TO-WEBINAR

JUNE 1, 2020
Kansas Department of Agriculture
Food Safety and Lodging Program

- Food Establishments – 13,684
- Schools – 1,304
- Processing and Storage – 1,001
- Lodging - 869
During this unprecedented time, KDA-FSL must use all available resources to assist our industry stakeholders to provide safe products as an essential function for the citizens of Kansas. Remote presence is one tool that can assist with that goal.

Remote Inspections will be non-regulatory, educational, and compliance-assistance oriented.
Before and during the Inspection

- Created SOP’s
- Created talking points/scripts for inspectors to use
- Call to schedule the remote Zoom inspection
- Violations will not be cited, just notes taken
- Concentrate on Risk Factor Violations
- In person inspection may be required
Phase 1 started on 4/22/20

- Remote Complaint Inspections
- Remote Modified Complaint Inspections
- Remote Licensing Inspections
- Remote Planning Inspections
- Remote Follow-up Inspections
Phase 2 started on 5/21/20

- Remote Routine Inspections on request of the operator
- Email sent to all Food Establishment, Food Processing, and Food Storage operators asking for volunteers
- Once all volunteer inspections are performed, will begin calling operators asking them to schedule a Remote Inspection
Inspections since Stay at Home Order

- Total Inspections – 564
- Remote complaint, licensing, planning, and follow-up inspections – 336
- Volunteer Remote Routine Inspections – 52
- In person inspections from 3/23/20 – 4/21/20 - 148
- In person inspections since 4/22/20 - 20
Contact Information

- Steve Moris
- Kansas Department of Agriculture
- Food Safety and Lodging Program
- steve.moris@ks.gov
- 785-564-6766